Animation

Short Films

Finished

BACK IN FASHION
Animation/

By Belinda Bonan De Vries

Written by Joan Rubinat González, Belinda Bonan De Vries
Cast
Produced by Most Wanted Studio
Sales Agent Contact producer

Pascal Benard, one of the best designers of all time, has returned
to the fashion world after his sudden withdrawal in the late 90s.
The event has such repercussion, that the mythical BPC is
shooting a special programme about his return for the
documentary series Back in Fashion.

Pàg 1 de 42

Animation/

Dolby Stereo/

Colour/

6/
HD /

General Audiences/
English

Animation

Feature Films

Finished

BLACK IS BELTZA
Thriller/

By Fermín Muguruza

Written by Fermín Muguruza, Edu Sola, Harkaitz Cano
Cast Unax Ugalde , Isaach de Bankolé , Sergi López , Iseo , María
de Mediemos , Emma Suárez
Produced by Setmàgic Audiovisual
Sales Agent Film Factory Entertainment

October 1965. Pamplona's troupe of giant figures, a typical sight at
the San Fermín festivities, is invited to parade along Fifth Avenue
in New York. Black is Beltza tells the story of Manex, who was
supposed to carry one of the black giants, banned because of
American racial discrimination. Manex, seeking justice, moves to
Cuba where he accepts a dangerous mission travelling around the
world.
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Animation/

2D Digital /

Basque

80 /

TBC/

Dolby Digital/

Colour/

Animation

TV Series

Upcoming

c*

BRADLEY AND BEE
EN BRAULI I LA BET

Adventure/

Education/

Dolby Stereo/
Catalan /

By Mercedes Marro, Sarah Ball

Written by John Smith, Simon Nicholson, Llorenç Español, Mercè
Sarrias, Núria Parera
Cast
Produced by Tomavision
Sales Agent Contact producer

With their Big Book of Adventure, toy aeroplane Bessie, and a
good dose of imagination, Bradley and Bee have wild adventures
in the world's most far-off, fascinating places. Spectacular
landscapes amaze them, extreme weather baffles them and, best
of all, they encounter the unusual and exotic animals that inhabit
each far-flung destination; from cajoling camels, to slippery
snakes to hiccupping hippos.
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Colour/

Spanish

Animation/

52x11 /

3D Digital /

HD /

Children/
English /

Animation

Short Films

Finished

COCKROACHES
CUCARACHAS

Animation/

Animation/

Dolby Stereo/

By Marc Riba, Anna Solanas

Written by Marc Riba, Anna Solanas
Cast
Produced by I+G Stop Motion
Sales Agent Contact producer

A man, a woman, a building and a plague of cockroaches.

Pàg 4 de 42

Colour/

2/
1:85 /

General Audiences/
2K/

No dialogue

Animation

TV Series

Upcoming

c*

COCONUT, THE LITTLE DRAGON (II)
EL PETIT DRAC COCO (II)

Animation/
Colour/

By Tony Powell

Written by Tony Powell, Richard Brookes
Cast
Produced by GoldBee
Sales Agent GoldBee

Based on best-selling books the adventures of Coconut and his
friends now come to life in a wonderful animated series. Life is not
always easy on Dragon Island - Coconut has flying problems,
Oscar is the only vegetarian in his family and Matilda has no say as
a porcupine on Dragon Island anyway. Nevertheless the three
friends manage to solve every problem on Dragon Island while
making new friends along the way. With the help of curiosity and
teamwork, they bring the most varied types of dragons together
and always stand up for friendship and tolerance. The little ones
prove that sometimes the smallest can be the biggest.
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Animation/

52x12 /

3D Stereoscopic /

Children/

English /

Digital 5.1/

Catalan

Animation

TV Series

Upcoming

CRAYONS, LET'S PLAY!
Comedy/

By Carlos Lascano

78x7 /
English

Written by Carlos Lascano, Dirk Hampel
Cast
Produced by B-Water Studios
Sales Agent Contact producer

Aupa, Odo, Koke, Bing and Koma are born of children's drawings
and come alive as 3D animated characters. They are living daily
adventures in the home of ‘the nice family'.
While the family is out of the house, the Crayons jump out of the
drawings pinned on the walls and explore the universe of the
household, full of discoveries and great adventures.
Any small item can turn into a miracle. No matter what our friends
do together, any situation can escalate to epic dimensions!
Every Crayon is strongly attached to a typical children's emotion
or state of mind and as children's drawings are not perfect, the
characters are just authentic misfits. But nobody is perfect, and
imperfect is fun!

Pàg 6 de 42

Animation/

Action/

Pre-School (0-6)/

Other/

Series/

Animation/

Colour/

3D Digital /

Animation

TV Series

Upcoming

DENTULA
Comedy/

By Diego Yaker

Animation/

6 to 9 years/

Digital 5.1/

English, Spanish, Catalan

Written by Diego Yaker
Cast
Produced by Mmuaka Entertainment
Sales Agent Contact producer

What would happen if Dracula's famous fangs rebelled against
him? What if they were alive... and never wanted to go back in their
owner's mouth? The answer is Dentula.
Dentula realizes that he no longer needs Dracula for anything and
discovers the hypnotic lights of Moorland, the capital city where
all creatures and elements of movies and horror stories live and
have a normal life. Accompanied by Franky, a desperate
Frankenstein, who is always looking for a brilliant brain and super
naughty werewolf triplets, Becky, Rusty and Ruby, the story
revolves around the life of Dentula and his attempts to escape
from Dracula's deadly traps, which lead to surreal, extreme and
supernatural adventures.
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Adventure/
Colour/

Animation/
HDTV /

26x11 /

Animation

Short Films

Finished

EGU
By Ander Pérez de Arenaza

Written by Ander Pérez de Arenaza
Cast
Produced by ECIB (Escola de Cinema de Barcelona)
Sales Agent Contact producer

The light goes out. The lamplighter gives us back the light day
after day.
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Animation/

Animation/

Digital 5.1/

Colour/

7/

1:85 /

General Audiences/
Spanish

Animation

TV Series

Upcoming

EMMY & GOOROO
EMMY & GOOROO

Animation/

Animation/

Dolby Stereo/

By Leno Mia, Mercedes Marro

Written by Leanne Passafonti, Llorenç Español, Marta-Libertad
Castillo, David Barón, Cristina Broquetas, WeiMiao Xu, ChenXin
Wu, XiangTing Xiong
Cast
Produced by Tomavistas
Sales Agent Contact producer

Emmy is our brave little hero. She is a real 5-year-old girl and the
only human little girl in the whole forest, which makes her extra
special! Emmy loves exploring the fantastical world she lives in.
GooRoo, a big, furry and huggable creature, takes care of her
when they go out to play, while mom and dad search for the rarest
of unique and magical plants hidden within the wonderful
surroundings. They all live together in a cute little house at the
edge of the forest. The world is full of fabulous creatures, such as
animals and plants that can talk, dance... and even cook! Every day
brings a brand new adventure and exciting challenges for Emmy
and GooRoo to seek out and overcome in this inviting world.

Pàg 9 de 42

Colour/

52x11 /
HD /

Pre-School (0-6)/
English /

Mandarin

Animation

TV Series

Upcoming

GORMITI
Action/

By Frederic C Schwaneberg, Roger Córdoba Schwaneberg

Written by Frederic C Schwaneberg, Romain Van Liemt,
Dominique Latil, Guillem Dols, Nick Chapman
Cast
Produced by Kotoc
Sales Agent Planeta Junior

When four kids discover the hidden One Tower it is as if all their
heroic dreams suddenly became reality. Together with the One
Tower they had also found the Elemental Bracers, which allows
them to call and fight with the legendary Gormiti. But the Tower
revealed itself for a reason: the Darkans, Gormiti ancestral
enemies, are back, threatening all living beings in Gorm.
Unprepared, the kids need to learn how to become true heralds.
With the help of Ao-Ki, the girl tasked to train them, the new
heroes will master the Elemental Bracers, call the legendary
Gormiti and save their world. Gormiti is a series about team work,
friendship, achieving goals and having fun.
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Comedy/

Dolby Stereo/

Animation/

Colour/

52x11 /

3D Digital /

6 to 9 years/

English

Animation

TV Series

Upcoming

c*

HORACI THE INUIT (II)
HORACI L'INUIT (II)

Animation/
Colour/

By Òscar Sarramia, Xavier Carmona

Written by Anna Espinach
Cast
Produced by Imagic
Sales Agent Motion Pictures

The adventures of Horaci takes place in the Lands of the North.
Our main character is a playful Inuit who, along with his best friend
Sedna, embarks on incredible adventures amid the ice, lakes,
polar bears and seals. And, of course, facing an unlikely enemy
that constantly threatens their habitat. But the wit and skills of our
friends will help them overcome all obstacles in each adventure and fun-filled episode.
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Animation/

2D Digital /

35x6 /

Catalan

Pre-School (0-6)/

Other/

Animation

TV Series

Upcoming

c*

I, ELVIS RIBOLDI
JO, ELVIS RIBOLDI

Comedy/
Colour/
French

By Javier Galán

Written by Javier Galán, Daniel González Guerrero, Franck Ekinci
Cast
Produced by Peekaboo Animation
Sales Agent Kids First

Elvis Riboldi is a good boy with a huge heart who always means
well. He's energetic, optimistic, passionate, he's full of life! He
reflects the joy of being a child... but taken to the extreme. He's too
energetic, too optimistic and too passionate, so things get way out
of control. Thus, he's often involved into trouble, not because he
looks for it, but because trouble just finds him. And every time
Elvis tries to face a problem, the problem tends to get... bigger.
This is an absurd, entertaining character-driven comedy series that
explains the adventures of Elvis and his friends in Icaria, a place
where, according to some people, nothing ever happened until
Elvis was born.
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Animation/
2D Digital /

52x11 /

Children/

Digital 5.1/

English /

Spanish /

Catalan /

Animation

Short Films

Upcoming

c*

I'M NOT AFRAID OF CROCODILES
EL COCODRIL NO EM FA POR

Animation/
Colour/

By Marc Riba, Anna Solanas

Written by Marc Riba, Anna Solanas
Cast
Produced by I+G Stop Motion
Sales Agent Contact producer

A crocodile is hunting some ducks for breakfast. Suddenly, a girl
tries to change his mind.
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Animation/

1:85 /

2K/

5/

Children/

Catalan

Digital 5.1/

Animation

TV Series

Finished

c*

JONALU (II)
Adventure/

By Jordi Muray

Pre-School (0-6)/
English /

Written by Helge May
Cast
Produced by KD Productions Toons & Games
Sales Agent Contact producer

Three little friends, no taller than mice, live under the bed in Paul's
children's room. As soon as Paul is gone for the day, the three
leave their secret hideout and set out to explore the world around
them.
During their adventures in the house and out in the garden, they
encounter different animals that speak different languages,
including a Russian-speaking mole and a Turkish-speaking
butterfly, among others. Combining all their strengths and with the
support of the audience, our heroes will always manage to beat
the odds and come out on top.

Pàg 14 de 42

Animation/

Animation/

Dolby Stereo/

Spanish /

Catalan

26x26 /

Colour/

HD /

German /

Animation

Short Films

Finished

KNOCK STRIKE
KNOCKSTRIKE

Animation/
Colour/

By Genís Rigol, Pau Anglada, Marc Torices

Written by Pau Anglada, Genís Rigol, Marc Torices
Cast
Produced by Grupo Humano
Sales Agent Autour de Minuit

Two men who hit the street accidentally take the other's briefcase.
One contains a videotape that will lead the new owner to embark
on an unexpected journey to figure out what is in it.
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Animation/

2D Digital /

5/

Adults/

No dialogue

Dolby Digital/

Animation

Apps

Finished

LIL KURIOS - KIDS SONGS & NURSERY
RHYMES

Animation/

Animation/

Dolby Stereo/

By Gloria Bernabeu, Sandra Salvador

Written by Gloria Bernabeu, Sandra Salvador
Cast
Produced by KD Productions Toons & Games
Sales Agent Contact producer

Lil Kurios is a whole new way for your child to sing, dance and
learn on YouTube!
Join Katie the cat, Dok the dog, Kelly the elephant and the rest of
the Lil Kurios animal friends as they sing classic nursery rhymes
and popular kids' songs with a fun Lil Kurios twist.
Featuring kids' favourites like The Wheels on the Bus, Old
MacDonald, If You're Happy & You Know It, and many more. Plus,
original songs that teach children early learning skills, healthy
habits, sharing, friendship and more!
This adorable, 3D animated series has new videos to share with
your baby, toddler or preschooler every week, including single
songs and one hour themed collections.
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Colour/

52x2 /
HD /

Pre-School (0-6)/
English

Animation

TV Series

Finished

LUCKY FRED (II)
Comedy/

By Myriam Ballesteros

Written by Txema Ocio
Cast
Produced by Imira Entertainment
Sales Agent Imira Entertainment

Lucky Fred season 1 rapidly became one of the most successful
kids animation series to come our of Europe, selling to over 165
territories and being broadcast around the globe on leading TV
channels and networks including Disney, Nickelodeon, Discovery
Kids, TF1, TVA Canada, Televisa, and more recently Netflix.
In season 2, we follow the further adventures of ordinary happygo-lucky 13 years old Fred, and his super-powered, shape-shifting
robot called Friday who can turn into any object Fred can dream
of, but who also has a mind of his own. Together along with Fred's
weirdish next-door neighbour Braianna who is really Agent Brains,
a highly skilled member of a secret intergalactic security force
and assigned to protect planet Earth before an alien attack
becomes public knowledge.
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Other/

Adventure/

Digital 5.1/

Animation/

Colour/

52x12 /

2D Digital /

Children/

HD /

English

Animation

TV Series

Finished

MAYA THE BEE (SECOND SEASON)
L'ABELLA MAIA (SEGONA TEMPORADA)

Animation/
Colour/

By Daniel Duda

Written by Jan Van Rijsselberge, Delphine Maury, Theo de
Marcousin
Cast
Produced by Planeta Junior
Sales Agent DeAPlaneta

Maya is a story of a little bee that “goes her own way”. Her fellow
bees, the batch she was born with, are content with the
regimented life of the hive and happily do whatever their teacher
Miss Cassandra asks of them. But not Maya! For better or worse
she's too curious and spirited to let life pass her by. If a leaf floats
onto the pond, Maya sees a sailing adventure waiting to happen. If
there's a flower that blooms once a year on a lonely hill top Maya
mounts an expedition to see it. Her adventures sometimes lead
her into trouble, but luckily she has Flip an avuncular grass hopper
and Wily, her best friend to help her out.
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Animation/

78x13 /

3D no stereoscopic /

Children/

HD /

Other/

English /

French

Animation

Short Films

Upcoming

ME, A MONSTER?
Animation/

By Belinda Bonan De Vries

Written by Belinda Bonan De Vries
Cast
Produced by Most Wanted Studio
Sales Agent Contact producer

Nono is the only inhabitant of planet Pano. He lives happily and
spends his days taking care of his small and beloved planet. One
day, the unexpected arrival of Be2 will alter everything and will
have a big impact on Nono. Despite their obvious differences, both
will find a way to communicate and, therefore, live together in
harmony.

Pàg 19 de 42

Animation/

Dolby Stereo/

Colour/

4/

General Audiences/

Other /

No dialogue

Animation

Short Films

Finished

MEMORY OF THE LAND
MEMÒRIA DE LA TERRA

Art/
Arabic

By Samira Badran

Written by Samira Badran , Oriol Martin Gual
Cast
Produced by Jaime Serra Torelló
Sales Agent Contact producer

Palestine. A body is trapped at a checkpoint; an essential
mechanism of the Israeli occupation. The body is pierced by
structural and physical violence, which is aggressive and arbitrary
and prevents and attacks its free movement and existence.
Memory of the Land is a reflection of the human condition under
the yoke of different forms of violence, collective memory and
identity as forms of resilience.
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Animation/

12 /

+12/

Other/

Colour/

HD /

Animation

TV Series

Finished

c*

MIRETTE INVESTIGATES
LA MIRETTE INVESTIGA

Adventure/

Animation/

Dolby Stereo/
French

By Florent Heitz

Written by Valérie Baranski, Catherine Le Roux, Claire Espagno,
Vanessa Grunberg
Cast
Produced by KD Productions Toons & Games
Sales Agent Cyber Group Studios

Mirette Investigates is an animated traveling detective comedy.
First of all there is Mirette, 8 years old. Her passion is to in-ves-tigate! Kidnappings, thefts, disappearances, mysteries of all kinds she loves it all. Helping her in her investigations is Jean-Pat, her
catssistant, a lazy but extremely efficient red tomcat.
And then we also have great cities around the world: London,
Paris, New York and Barcelona. Each case takes place in a tourism
destination, giving our dynamic duo the opportunity to learn more
about the monuments, the culture, and the customs of the
countries they visit.
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Colour/

Animation/
HD /

52x12 /

English /

Children/

Catalan /

Animation

TV Series

Finished

c*

MIRONINS
By Ángel Coronado, Oriol Roca, Celia Rico Clavellino, Mikel Mas
Bilbao

Written by Celia Rico Clavellino
Cast
Produced by Wuji House
Sales Agent Contact producer

A transmedia project designed to help pre-school-aged children
learn art while having fun. They will live exciting adventures with
the help of the colourful paint drops from the paintings of Joan
Miró.
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Animation/

Animation/

Digital 5.1/

Colour/

26x7 /

HD /

Pre-School (0-6)/

Catalan

Animation

TV Series

Upcoming

c*

MISHA THE PURPLE CAT (II)
MISHA LA GATA VIOLETA (II)

By Sílvia Cortés

Written by Oriol Parreño, Jordi Ventura, Gemma Sanz
Cast
Produced by Teidees Audiovisuals
Sales Agent Motion Pictures

Misha is a very lively, alert cat. She is very interested in
investigating everything going on around her, which means she
has some very entertaining adventures with her friends. Many
things can happen in Misha's world; especially exciting
adventures, mysterious investigations, hilarious competitions... all
with a feeling of close friendship.
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Animation/

Animation/

Digital 5.1/

Colour/

52x7 /

2D Digital /

Pre-School (0-6)/
HD /

Catalan

Animation

TV Series

Upcoming

MONDO YAN
Adventure/

By Myriam Ballesteros

Written by Txema Ocio
Cast
Produced by Imira Entertainment
Sales Agent Imira Entertainment

Mondo Yan tells the story of 3 teenage heroes: Xia, a brave samurai
who can master anything but his teenage life, April, a free-spirited
warrior obsessed with dancing, and Pai, a clumsy rodent
convinced he's the world's most lethal Ninja. They have been
chosen to defend the fragile natural balance of the Yan World,
perched on top of abandoned skyscrapers, remnants of a long lost
civilization.

Pàg 24 de 42

Dolby Digital/

Animation/
Colour/

52x12 /

6 to 9 years/

3D Digital /

HD /

English

Animation

TV Series

Finished

MUTANT BUSTERS
Comedy/

By Freddy Córdoba Schwaneberg, Roger Córdoba Schwaneberg

6 to 9 years/
HDTV /

Written by Guillem Dols
Cast
Produced by Kotoc
Sales Agent Planeta Junior

After the cataclysm (known as the Great Fart), Earth has become
two halves because of the intolerable levels of pollution and is
under threat of a mutant invasion. Sheriff is a wily survivor who
must convert a group repudiated in La Résistance, a command of
warriors in search for a cure to save humanity.
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Adventure/

Action/

Dolby Stereo/

English

Animation/

Colour/

11x52 /

3D no stereoscopic /

Animation

TV Series

Upcoming

c*

MY PRESCHOOL MONSTERS
Comedy/

By Javier Martínez

Pre-School (0-6)/
Spanish /

Written by David Ramírez
Cast
Produced by KD Productions Toons & Games
Sales Agent Contact producer

Come in to little monsters Hoho and Haha's home, and find out
what they are going to do today. For example, cooking delicious
dishes, building bridges with blocks in the playing room, swinging
in the garden or reading a tale in the room. Every day and every
different place is a new adventure.
Hoho is friendly, a bit scatterbrain and clumsy. He tries to help
Haha, but he succeeds some times more than others. On the other
hand, Haha is a perfectionist and meticulous. He loves cooking all
his dishes carefully, and that's why poor Hoho flies off the handle.
Whenever we visit our friends, the narrator is with us and tries to
make the little monsters work as a team in order to sort any
problem out.
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Animation/

Catalan

Education/

Digital 5.1/

Animation/

Colour/

HD /

52x5 /
English /

Animation

TV Series

Upcoming

c*

MYA GO
Animation/

By Alan Foley

Written by Gilly, Stephen Bowen
Cast
Produced by Motion Pictures
Sales Agent Motion Pictures

Mya Go loves to go and do everything. Not only does Mya love
going and doing the big things like flying a kite or going on
holidays, she gets just as excited about the little things as well, like
washing the dishes or going to the shop. She lives in Everyday City
and wherever Mya goes, or whatever Mya does, she's always
surrounded by her family and friends.
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Colour/

Animation/

2D Digital /

104x6 /

English /

Pre-School (0-6)/
Spanish /

Catalan

Other/

Animation

Feature Films

Upcoming

c*

NIKÓ AND THE MOON
NIKÓ I LA LLUNA

Adventure/

Animation/

General Audiences/
Spanish /

By Juan Carlos Concha, Juanjo Elordi

Written by Alexander Giraldo
Cast
Produced by Apemanstudio
Sales Agent Contact producer

Nikó is a shy, 11-year-old girl who draws non-stop creating fantasy
worlds. Without knowing it, she has the power to turn her drawings
into reality.
Her tribe, Nasa, has a problem with flooding. Nikó will undertake a
risky trip to the moon to ask her to stop the rain.
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Catalan

Animation/

Digital 5.1/

84 /

Colour/

2K/

English /

Animation

TV Series

Upcoming

c*

OTTO THE RACER
OTTO EL PILOT

Animation/

Animation/

Dolby Stereo/
French

By Sílvia Cortés

Written by Marta Alonso, Oriol Parreño, Jordi Ventura
Cast
Produced by Teidees Audiovisuals
Sales Agent Contact producer

Otto wants to be a racer. But to succeed, he will first have to learn.
Where? The crazy and fun Extreme Rally School of Racers. There,
he will compete and he will live dangerously, yet most of all, he
will have to coexist with a very odd group of students and
teachers.
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Colour/

52x11 /

Children/

3D Digital /

Digital 5.1/

English /

Catalan /

Animation

Short Films

Finished

PSICOLAPSE
Animation/

By Arnau Gòdia

Written by Arnau Gòdia
Cast
Produced by ECIB (Escola de Cinema de Barcelona)
Sales Agent Contact producer

A psychiatrist receives at his practice a funny case, a blocked
patient, that does not react to anything. The psychiatrist will
search for an answer until the last consequences.
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HD /

Animation/

No dialogue

7/

TBC/

Other/

Colour/

Animation

Short Films

Finished

RANAWAY
By Georgina Díaz, Arturo Lacal, Alba Medinyà, Vanessa Silva

Written by Georgina Díaz, Arturo Lacal, Alba Medinyà, Vanessa
Silva
Cast
Produced by ECIB (Escola de Cinema de Barcelona)
Sales Agent Contact producer

A girl traveling on the subway meets a new friend in a
compromising situation. The trip will be a game that will separate
them forever.
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Animation/

Animation/

Digital 5.1/

Colour/

7/

1:85 /

General Audiences/
HD /

No dialogue

Animation

TV Series

Upcoming

c*

RUDY THE CLOUD BOY
Adventure/

By Mercedes Marro

Written by Mike de Seeve, Aron Dunn
Cast
Produced by Tomavistas
Sales Agent Contact producer

Rudy the Cloud Boy is a high-flying, floating, fast paced comedy
about leaping without looking, jumping while joking, reaching for
the sky - and actually getting there!
What kid hasn't dreamed of leaping high into the sky and never
coming down? Well, one adventurous 12-year-old did and it was
more amazing, more exciting, and more fluffy than he could ever
imagine. Meet Rudy, the Cloud Boy. This kid's head is in the clouds
- literally.
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HD /

Animation/

English /

Catalan

52x11 /

+7 /

Other/

Colour/

Animation

Short Films

Upcoming

SOLSTICE
Animation/

By Emilio Enigma

Written by Abel Alonso
Cast
Produced by Magoproduction
Sales Agent Contact producer

Winter is a grumpy old man who lives alone in his sunset years in
his small house almost covered by snow. With the arrival of a new
neighbour, the young and good Summer, Winter's peace is altered.
Summer has decided to build a home in the garden next door,
which reflects the warm summer sun. Two seasons with two
different personalities will have to live side by side.
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Colour/

Animation/

HD /

8/

No dialogue

General Audiences/

Other/

Animation

TV Series

Finished

c*

TENDER METAL
HEAVIES TENDRES

Animation/
Other/

By Carlos Perez-Reche

Written by Juanjo Sáez, Iván Morales
Cast Pol López , XAVIER TEIXIDO , Laia Manzanares , Àlex Monner ,
Iván Morales , Artur Busquets
Produced by WKND
Sales Agent Contact producer

It's a coming out of age plot of two 13 years old kids. Juanjo and
Miquel will become very close friends. They will experience the
first-strong-teenager-friendship. It will be a kind of a romantic
relationship that will take place in a working-class neighbourhood
in Barcelona in the 1991. Juanjo ‘s family is a regular working-class
family. His father spends the whole day working for his dictatorial
boss and when he arrives at home he only wants to relax in the
sofa watching the television. Juanjo will realise that, when he
grows up, he doesn't want to be like his father. Miquel's Family is
disrupted. Miquel's father is in Hail and his mother is not as good
as he would like. So, without a father, and a mother that sometime
is not there, he will be take care of his two little sisters.
This story is about Juanjo and Miquel, two 13 years old who will
become very close friends. They will experience the first-strongteenager-friendship. It will be a kind of a romantic relationship that
will take place in a working-class neighbourhood in Barcelona in
1991. Juanjo‘s family is a regular working-class family: his father
spends the whole day working for his dictatorial boss and when
he goes home he only wants to relax on the sofa and watch
television. Juanjo will realise that he doesn't want to be like his
fatherwhen he grows up. Miquel's family is disrupted. Miquel's
father is in jail and his mother is not as good as he would like. So,
without a father, and a mother that sometimes is not there, he will
be taking care of his two little sisters.
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Animation/

Colour/

1:85 /

8x21 /
Catalan

General Audiences/

Animation

Short Films

Finished

THE GREAT GREEN
EL GRAN VERD

Adventure/
Colour/

By Jose Castro Zapata

Written by Jose Castro Zapata
Cast
Produced by Gatcat Studio
Sales Agent Contact producer

A drunken old homeless man finds a long, heavy chain buried in
the sand at the beach. What's at the other end? Maybe it's a great
treasure that will change his luck. With all of his strength, he pulls
on the chain until it gives way. Astonished, he bears witness to the
revelation of a great secret.
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Animation/

HD /

Animation/

No dialogue

9/

+16 /

Other/

Animation

TV Series

Upcoming

THE MEMETS
Animation/

By TBC

Written by Ester Vicente Ballester
Cast
Produced by White Door Entertainment
Sales Agent Contact producer

The Memets chronicles the wacky adventures of Adri and her 5
friends while accomplishing their missions. The group includes an
octopus with the memory of an elephant, a trouble-seeking
kamikaze; a hairball that is afraid of his own shadow, an
incorrigible optimist who thinks that being positive will solve all his
problems, a “cake-eating” diva who is in love with the optimist, and
the obsessive and stubborn Dop. They represent six key
components of our brain. Then there's the bad guy, Ego, who
thinks he knows everything, and in his quest for recognition makes
more than a few messes. Will they discover that their world is the
brain of a child?
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Animation/

Dolby Stereo/

52x10 /

Ultra Stereo/

6 to 9 years/

Colour/

HD /

English

Animation

TV Series

Upcoming

THE NANOOZ
ELS NANOOZ

Animation/
Colour/

By Mercedes Marro

Written by Llorenç Espanyol
Cast
Produced by Tomavistas
Sales Agent Contact producer

Thousands of Nanooz, a kind of tiny super-creature from the
countryside, live inside a small old wooden tube. Every time
someone opens the tube, the Nanooz fly out and ask what they
can do to help. For them, work is fun.
The Nanooz have now fallen into the hands of Lydia, an 11 year old
girl whose philosophy is to make the least effort possible.
One could say that Lydia is lazy, slow… but -surprise, surprise- she
suddenly wakes up when something interests her, especially
dance routines.
When Lydia discovers that the Nanooz are willing to do anything
she asks, she realizes that she could use them to effortlessly reach
her dreams. What she does not know is that chaos.
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Animation/

HD /

English

26x11 /

Children/

Other/

Animation

TV Series

Upcoming

THE STORY ISN'T OVER YET!
AQUEST CONTE NO S'HA ACABAT!

Education/

Animation/

Dolby Stereo/

By Lluis Viciana

Written by Joan Tharrats, Llorenç Español
Cast
Produced by Neptuno Films
Sales Agent Tooc Tooc Kids, S.L.

Fantasy World is inhabited by classic fairytale characters. Yet
time has passed and people have changed. Some, like the wolf,
continue to be alone; others are married; and others, like Snow
White, are now separated... Some have children, others don't... The
same goes for their occupations: the seven dwarfs still work in the
mine, whilst others have different jobs and others have retired.
Indeed, time has passed and everyone has aged... Everyone, that
is, except for the witch who could not be any older than she
already is. Yet that doesn't mean their society has come to a halt.
They've progressed in their own way, as they can now create
bizarre machines and other ingenious objects.
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Colour/

13x26 /
HD /

6 to 9 years/

English

Animation

Short Films

Finished

c*

THE WIZARD
EL MAG

By Marta Guerrero

Written by Marta Guerrero
Cast
Produced by De Verité Produccions
Sales Agent Contact producer

After spending a long time locked inside his tower in the search of
knowledge, the Wizard arrives at a cliff to manipulate ancient
symbols in a magic ritual which ends up merging his body with an
owl.
United, they travel through the four elements of nature: fire, earth,
water and air, becoming flames, a dragonfly, a fish and a hurricane.
After journeying through fantastic worlds filled with magical
beings, they end up in the mind of a girl sitting on a stoop in the
middle of a busy city. The look of the wizard merges with the
cosmos through the girl's eyes.
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Experimental/

Animation/

B&W/

English /

HD /

10 /
Catalan

Adults/

Dolby Stereo/

Animation

TV Series

Finished

c*

TIN & TAN
Education/

By Martin Guido

Colour/
Catalan

Written by Martin Guido, Patricia Velasquez
Cast
Produced by Magoproduction
Sales Agent TF1 International

Tin & Tan are two young brothers that live in a Forest Reserve in
the heart of wild Africa. She, Tan, has six years old, adores animals
and is extremely curious. She wants to be a veterinary like her
mother. Meanwhile, little Tin, of only three years old and no
vocabulary, wants to follow the steps of his father, the guard of
the forest Reserve. With their friends, Tin & Tan will get into
exciting adventures, discovering the wonders of the flora and
fauna around them.
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Animation/

2D Digital /

52x7 /

3D Digital /

Children/
English /

Dolby Digital/
Spanish /

Animation

TV Series

Upcoming

TREASURE TREKKERS
Animation/

By Thierry Marchand

Written by Samantha Hill, Alexandre Reverend
Cast
Produced by B-Water Studios
Sales Agent Contact producer

Treasure Trekkers tells the adventures of our three heroes: Mo,
Mac and Mip, new agents in the famous Quest Ventures. Formed
in the exclusive Treasure Trekkers Division, their mission each
week is to find and save precious treasures all over the world.
Using fantastic gadgets, these Treasure Hunters work as a team,
unlock puzzles, decipher mysterious codes. But as they navigate
their thrilling adventures, they will discover that the world's
greatest treasures are inside each of us!
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Colour/

Animation/

HD /

English

52x11 /

Children/

Other/

Animation

TV Series

Upcoming

c*

UNDER THE SOFA
SOTA EL SOFÀ

Comedy/

Animation/

Dolby Stereo/

By Sílvia Cortés

Written by Marta Alonso, Jordi Ventura, Llorenç Español
Cast
Produced by Teidees Audiovisuals
Sales Agent Contact producer

Three forgotten, rejected and lost objects - a toy figure, a nibbledon cookie and a picture, plus a native dustball - live together
under a sofa left behind in an attic. Their favorite pastime is
explaining on the Net what they do and how they do it, like real
YouTubers. Soggy, Chippy, Dusty and Laroid are all outsiders,
(forgotten, abandoned, disowned, set apart and filed away), living
complicated, and in no way boring existences. They are
housemates; oblivion survivors who have ceased to be invisible by
bringing their exciting worlds to life on the Internet.
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Colour/

Animation/
2D Digital /

52x7 /

6 to 9 years/

English /

Catalan

